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10 ton porta power jack

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiary Page 2Page 3Page 4 WARNING: Motor vehicles contain fuel, oils and liquids, battery inserts, terminals and related accessories containing lead and lead compounds and other chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects and other reproductive damage. These chemicals are found
in vehicles, vehicle parts and accessories, both new and as replacements. As they serve, these vehicles generate used oil, waste fluids, fat, smoke and particles, all known to the state of California to cause cancer, birth defects, and reproductive damage. Tools: WARNING: Some dust created by power grinding, sawing, grinding, drilling and other construction
activities includes chemicals that the State of California knows to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive damage. Some examples of these chemicals are: lead from lead-based paints, crystalline quartz from brick and cement and other masonry products, and arsenic and chromium from chemically treated lumber. Your risk from exposure to
these chemicals varies, depending on how often you do this type of work. To reduce your exposure, work in a well-ventilated area and with approved safety equipment, such as dust masks specially designed to filter out microscopic particles. Electrical Cords WARNING: The wires in these products contain chemicals known to the state of California to cause
cancer and birth defects or other reproductive damage. Wash hands after handling. SKU: 1250009 SKU: 1250008 SKU: 1270022 SKU: 1250003 SKU: 1270248 SKU: 1200043 SKU: 1202365 SKU: 1220987 SKU: 8176349 SKU: 1200040 SKU: 8457947 SKU: 8457855 SKU: 8940850 SKU: 1220995 SKU: 1200037 SKU: 8144958 SKU: 8184335 SKU:
1294073 data-next= style=display: &gt; If product: Easy to assemble, Safe extremely, Easy to use Used for vehicle, truck, yard and heavy repair equipment Ideal for a variety of autobody repair , frame repair and... Availability: Out Of Stock Description Reviews (0) Shipping &amp; Delivery If the product: Easy to assemble, Safe extreme, Easy to use Used for
car, truck, farm and heavy repair equipment Ideal for a variety of autobody repair, frame repair and construction jobs For Load: Maximum load cannot exceed the rated capacity Load cannot exceed half of the capacity when all pipes are used. The extension of the piston may net exceed the stroke. Load product description: Maximum load cannot exceed the
rated capacity The load cannot exceed half of the capacity when all pipes are used. The extension of the piston cannot exceed the stroke. For Safety: Working oil:No. 10 Check the oil level,if it is not sufficient,please add the same hydraulic oil. After use,close the valve to keep the oil free from dust and dirt. Before lifting,adjust the jack slowly to make the load
load with resnect to jack. Tube can not be bent,close to the catting tools and fires,also can not put tea weight on it. Specifications: Color: red Size:32 x17x6.5/815mm*430mm*165mm N.W.:68lb/31kg G.W.:73lb/33kg Load Capacity: 10 ton Jack Power Type: Hydraulic Max Lifting Height: 130mm Cylinder Min Height:330mm Working Pressure: 62 Mpa Oil Be
Filled: 500g Free Standard Shipping on all items. 1. All orders are sent out via or 2. Transit time is 3-5 business days vary at the customer's location to fulfillment center. Our system will be automatically emailed to the customer when the order is sent out. Note: We ship to all continental states in the United States, excluding Hawaii. Please provide shipping
address with detailed road and street number.  We do not ship to FPO, APO or PO Boxes.Thank you for your cooperation. Cooperation.
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